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\textbf{Abstract}

The experience of chronic pain is universal, yet pain management services delivered by health professionals vary substantially, depending on the context and patient. This review is a part of a series that has examined the issue of chronic non-cancer pain services and management in different global cities. The review is structured as a case study of the availability of management services for people living with chronic non-cancer pain within the context of the Kuwaiti health systems, and the cases are built from evidence in the published literature identified through a comprehensive review process. The evolution of the organizational structure of the public and private health systems in Kuwait is described. These are discussed in terms of their impact on the delivery of comprehensive chronic pain management service by health professionals in Kuwait. This review also includes a description of chronic pain patient personas to highlight expected barriers as well as compliance issues with services likely to be encountered in Kuwait. The case study analysis and persona descriptions illustrate a need to move beyond pain symptom management towards considering the entire person and his/her individual experience of pain such that health care success is judged by enhancement of patient well-being rather than access to services. A road map for improving integrative chronic pain management in Kuwait is discussed.

\textbf{Introduction}

Non-communicable diseases account for 59% of the world’s 57 million annual deaths, and 46% of the global burden of disease [1, 2]. The Eastern Mediterranean Region Office (EMRO) of the World Health Organization (WHO) (where Kuwait is represented) indicates that chronic diseases account for about 47% of the total burden of disease in this region [3]. Unlike communicable diseases where success can be measured in terms of cases prevented and lives saved, with chronic disease success needs to be measured in terms of promoting an experience of well-being and reducing experienced burdens of disease at the individual and population levels [1].

The challenges health systems face in dealing with chronic pain is representative of the larger challenge of
dealing with chronic disease in general. A person’s burden from chronic diseases is related to how it impairs everyday physical and mental functions and reduces his/her ability to perform activities of daily living and contribute to society and the economy. This is particularly true for people living with chronic pain [1]. Also the condition of chronic pain is an important contributor to the burden associated with living with many other chronic diseases [1].

Chronic non-cancer pain (CNCP) is usually defined as pain persisting over 3–6 months. Since chronic pain arises primarily from non-cancer causes, in this paper the terms chronic pain and CNCP are used interchangeably. In this narrative review we focus on management of CNCP and on how that management process needs to become more comprehensive as recommended by many international organizations.

Comprehensive cancer pain management is already a recognized pillar of oncology where optimal pain management is required to help patients survive their cancer despite highly invasive care [4]. CNCP on the other hand spans a wide range of conditions ranging from mild annoyance to complete incapacitation. Nevertheless, a person’s experience of well-being while living with pain can be increased through coordinated interventions by medical professionals and the health care system [5]. In keeping with the wider evolution of the concept of health from an absence of disease and disease symptoms to an experience of well-being [3], this review takes a well-being perspective.

Because pain is a multivalent, dynamic, and ambiguous phenomenon, it is notoriously difficult to quantify; therefore, caution is warranted in issuing broad statements regarding the global epidemiology of chronic pain. Nevertheless, it is estimated that at least 10% of the world’s population, approximately 600 million people, endure chronic pain regardless of age, sex, income, race/ethnicity, or geography [5]. Although the prevalence of chronic pain complaints are universal, people living in economically disadvantaged countries or who are themselves economically disadvantaged exhibit higher health burdens associated with unrelieved persistent pain and less access to treatments proven to be effective [6].

This chronic pain burden is associated with economic costs that are both direct and indirect [7]. Recently, Gaskin and Richard [8] attempted to estimate the annual economic costs of chronic pain in the US in terms of direct and indirect costs. They estimated the costs range from USD 560–635 (KWD 170–192 billion), equally divided between direct and indirect costs. There are no published studies that attempt to estimate the economic burden of pain in the Arab world. However, statistics for the prevalence of pain in Kuwait are similar to its global distribution [9]. Assuming a similar estimate to the economic burden of the Kuwait gross domestic product (GDP), costs in the billions of Kuwaiti dinars can be projected.

Pain management is complicated by how it impacts a patient’s health status, treatment decisions, service use, resource allocation, and costs of health care provided for other clinical reasons. If pain is not specifically treated, it will augment the burden of other co-morbidities associated with other chronic non-communicable diseases [7]. In addition, pain itself can sometimes develop into chronic disease [10, 11]. For all of these clinical reasons, internationally and within Kuwait, there is a growing interest in redesigning health care organizations and practices to improve the quality of care for chronic pain patients. There is a recognized need to close the gap in pain management between what is known to improve outcomes and what is practiced [12, 13].

There are also moral and ethical issues driving advocacy for greater access to effective pain management service. The constitution of the WHO defines health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity [14]. The International Society for the Study of Pain is collaborating with the WHO, both to highlight the challenge of adequately providing health care for pain-related problems and to encourage implementation within the health system of pain management services known to be effective in improving health and well-being [15]. Under international human rights law, governments must take steps to ensure that people under their jurisdiction have adequate access to treatment for their pain [16]. Over the years, several agencies have addressed inequality in both health and health care across the full spectrum of chronic diseases (including pain) [7, 17, 18]. Indeed, in 2010, the Kuwaiti government announced a program to make Kuwait free from pain [12]. As yet there are no published reports available on the success of that program. Globally, the gap between progressively sophisticated knowledge of pain and its treatment and the effective application of that knowledge is large [19, 20]. Both acute and chronic pain is often poorly managed for a wide variety of cultural, attitudinal, educational, political, and logistical reasons [21, 22].

In order to understand the landscape of pain management and services available in Kuwait in a way that is comparable amongst other countries, there is a need to
review the existing Kuwaiti health care system, organizational structure of public and private system, availability of pain management services, and barriers that often impede access to and compliance with care plans provided or recommended. This article is a combination of case study and narrative review, and includes illustrations of personas to clarify the system to the external audience. A comprehensive search process was conducted that included PubMed, Scholars Portal, Sociological Abstracts, and Google Scholar. Previous materials published in peer-reviewed journals and grey literature were reviewed in a systematic manner. References cited in relevant articles were also reviewed. In addition, in order to further explore likely impact of available pain management services in Kuwait, the present review used the lens of chronic pain patient personas living in Kuwait. Personas are defined as fictional, but specific and concrete representations of potential target users of a product or service undergoing re-design. Personas put a face on the user; a memorable, engaging, and actionable image that serves as a design target [23]. Personas are used to illustrate how the health system can accommodate different kinds of patients living with pain and to illustrate expected barriers that such patients are likely to encounter. In summary, the overall aim of this article is to provide a description of how the Kuwaiti health system deals with the challenges of CNCP pain management.

**Kuwaiti Health System: Background**

**Demographics and Geography**

Kuwait is a sovereign Arab state situated in the northeast of the Arabian Peninsula in Western Asia. Kuwait is administratively divided into 6 governorates: the capital (Kuwait), Hawali, Farwaniya, Jahra, Ahmadi, and Mobarak Al-Kabir. Kuwait’s economy is based largely on oil and its per capita income is USD 23,500 (KWD 7,105), one of the highest in the world [24]. As of 2012, Kuwait’s population was estimated to be 3.8 million people [25], and Kuwaiti nationals comprised 32% of the population, with males making up 49% and females 51% of this population [25]. Among non-nationals, there is a high predominance of males (65%), who are mainly Asians (54%) and Arabs (42%) [26]. Most of these expatriates occupy lower occupational positions with a predominance in heavy labour jobs. There are no data about their interaction with the health system. Regardless of occupational level, most expatriates work in the private sector and are paid less for the same type of work than nationals.

**Current Organizational Structure of Health Services**

Comprehensive health services are available in Kuwait from both public and private health care providers. There are six independent health areas (governorates) in Kuwait: the capital (Kuwait), Al-Sabah, Capital, Farwaniya, Hawally, Ahmadi, and Jahra. Each area is supervised centrally by the MOH and managed locally by a director. The health services are provided through six public and 12 private hospitals. Home visits are generally not available under the public health system, except for geriatric home visits that are offered through the primary health care centres in each health area. According to the World Bank, the total health expenditure as percentage of the GDP in 2013 was 2.89% [32]. This is far less than corresponding...
rates in developed countries such as the USA (18%) and Canada (11%) for the same year [32].

All health services in Kuwait are provided free of charge for nationals. Non-nationals have to pay for health insurance and are expected to make a small co-payment to access primary health centres (PHCs), where they can be referred to a specialist for free. Regarding medications, some medicines are restricted for nationals, while non-nationals have to buy them from private pharmacies. The free medications are available in pharmacies affiliated with the public hospitals and are provided with a physician’s prescription. Also, laboratory and radiological investigations are free for nationals, but for non-nationals it is a fee-for-service system. Since 2011, expatriates who are working in the MOH, and their families, are treated as nationals in terms of access to health services and in coverage of procedure costs [31]. Additionally, some private workplaces offer facilitated access to health care services for their employees through the private health care sector. However, the level of this subsidy is unregulated and varies from one employer to another. The Kuwait National Health System and central role of MOH are described in figure 1.

One’s nationality is an essential information for any person seeking health care, which leads to discrimination in accessing some health care areas [33]. The Ministry of Defense and Kuwait Oil Company have separate hospitals for their employees. The Ministry of Social Affairs runs a senior home that provides health services to handicapped and elderly nationals [34].

Kuwait continues to rely on non-national health professionals to maintain its expanding health system. As of 2011 the proportion of Kuwaiti physicians, nurses, and dentists working in the governmental health sector reached 40, 8, and 65%, respectively [35].

**Kuwait National Health Services System**

General management of chronic pain occurs as part of primary health care in most modern health care systems. In order to understand the barriers and opportunities for general pain management, it is important to describe the public and private system of the state.

**Public Health System Services**

All Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis have access to primary health care services. There are more than 100 PHCs across the 6 health regions that provide polyclinic services in Kuwait. These clinics deal with preliminary examinations and routine matters; when necessary, patients are referred to hospital specialists. In 2003, the distribution of regulated health care professionals in Kuwait per capita was: 19/10,000 for medical doctors, 3/10,000 for dentists, 3/10,000 for pharmacists, 40/10,000 for nurses, 21/10,000 for hospital beds, and 3/10,000 for PHC units [25]. Recent health care providers’ statistics for 2011 indicate that the number of physicians has increased to 23/10,000. Hospital beds are reported to be at the 22/10,000 level. In 2011, PHCs covered around 17.6 million visits – two thirds of
these visits were for Kuwaitis. National dental visits mediated through PHCs represented 55% compared to 45% of non-national dental visits [34].

Secondary care is provided through the six regional hospitals. In addition to these, there are nine specialist hospitals including maternity, infectious diseases, mental health, and cancer hospitals, bringing the total beds available to 6,703, with total bed occupancy around 60%. These hospitals utilize the largest proportion of the public health budget, despite restrained bed occupancy and high pressure on primary care services [34]. The same pattern of PHC visits is followed in hospital visits where national hospital visits by nationals outnumber the visits by non-nationals (55 vs. 45%) [35].

Private Medical Care Services

Despite access to comprehensive services available through the MOH, private hospitals and infirmaries have flourished in Kuwait. By 2011, the private sector provided health care services through 12 private hospitals and three hospitals belonging to the oil companies. The activities of these for-profit organizations remain regulated by the MOH. The latter determines the general framework under which these private services are delivered, as well as the fees that the hospitals and clinics can charge for services provided. Private hospitals and clinics often have an affiliated private pharmacy and clinical laboratory attached to them. The private hospitals and clinics generally can handle most common acute, ambulatory care cases with some having specialized departments. Some of them have a limited number of special facilities such as intensive care units and surgical suites. But usually, they refer cases requiring specialized treatment to government-run facilities. The exception is dentistry; Kuwait has several private dentists and dentistry hospitals which deliver international-standard services [36].

Despite overseeing a substantial improvement in health since independence, government health policy remains focused on expanding hospital services in both the public and private sectors. This approach is costly in the long term and diverts resources that could be targeted at promoting health and well-being of the whole population and the whole person. Balancing those two complementary approaches (hospital care vs. community care) will require shifting resources from cure-focused treatments to public health programs aimed at promotion of comprehensive wellness programs and reducing the experienced burden of medical complaints [1, 37].

Health Insurance Schemes

The current policy of health insurance came into effect in 1999. It is focused on making medically indicated procedures available and on expanding hospital-based resources needed to deliver services covered by this health insurance. An important element of this plan was the ministry’s aim to lease out some of those newly constructed hospitals on a contractual basis to provide expatriates with access to medical care. Citizens do not have to pay insurance premiums [28]. From 2000, health insurance was made obligatory for expatriates. The residency permit renewal period is also linked to the period of health insurance coverage. Despite the private insurance, expatriates and their family members are still expected to make a co-payment for all services utilized [28]. Employers, either in the public or the private sector, pay the insurance premium of the employee only, while the latter has to pay the insurance premium for their spouse and children for renewal of their residency. Local group insurance often requires a minimum of 15 persons, with an annual premium of about KWD 75 per person (USD: 247.50) to cover medical expenses including pain management for both in-patient and outpatient treatments of up to KWD 5,000 (USD 16,500) per year [28, 38].

Transient Guest Workers and Health Services

The impact of chronic health conditions and associated disabilities, including the presence of pain-specific conditions, on labor force outputs and employee absenteeism and presenteeism are well established [39–41]. Occupational accidents and diseases are major causes of injury and deaths among guest workers in Kuwait. Reporting of occupational risks and diseases remains incomplete and negligible in the country and certain sectors are not covered at all. The available data provided on occupational accidents lacks precision [42].

Workers in Kuwait are covered by three branches of employment law: (1) Kuwaiti public sector, which covers only Kuwaiti Nationals, (2) oil sector labour law, which applies to both Kuwaiti and Gulf Arab nationals, (3) and private sector labour laws, which applies to all migrant workers regardless of whether they work in the oil industry or other industries in the private sector. In general, these laws are designed to help employees who have work-related injuries or medical conditions. Workers compensation ‘benefits’ include indirect coverage of access to medical care and treatment [43].
There is an officially sanctioned workers’ compensation system; however, the percentage of the workers receiving direct compensation is small. This is a consequence of the fact that few workplaces actually pay into that worker’s compensation system [42]. Private sector law has not been an effective deterrent in reducing the number of work-related injuries and fatalities among migrant workers. Few injured workers receive any form of compensation. Retrospective government statistics show that the majority of workers involved in occupational injuries and fatalities were migrants employed in the construction industry [44, 45]. In 2002, the Kuwaiti construction sector, which represents 7% of the total workforce in Kuwait, averaged 98 reported serious work-related injuries and 1 fatality per month. Data on direct and indirect costs of construction accidents were collected by the industry (1994–1996) and suggested that the indirect cost of workplace accidents is 17 times higher than the direct cost [46]. No data on occupational diseases in Kuwait were found through our review process.

Construction injuries comprised approximately 58% of total occupational injuries during the same period (1994–1996). All workers were expatriates: 77% of them were unskilled and fractures at different body parts were the major type of injuries. Physical disability was the outcome of about 88% of injuries [47].

A major problem is underreporting of work-related accidents and diseases, not because of a lack of capacity to statistically analyse recorded occurrences, but rather because the system for notifying authorities about injuries is poorly implemented. This is a serious issue at the national and enterprise levels, preventing priority setting by decision makers [42]. The problem is further complicated by vagueness in the definition of the term ‘injury’ in the relevant International Labour Organization (ILO) and Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) documentation meant to guide national policy development [42]. The term ‘injury’ is proposed to cover a wide range of conditions ranging from broken bones to disabilities that cannot be easily linked to traumatic bodily damage. Also the term is focused on the event that led to the trauma and not on the disabling consequences of the injury for the injured worker involved.

**Magnitude of Pain Problems in Kuwait**

Chronic pain is increasingly recognized as a major health issue in Kuwait and a well-known consequence of everyday trauma, surgical procedures, and workplace accidents [9]. A local survey reported a prevalence of 36% for musculoskeletal pain in females and 20% in males. Knee and lower back pain were the most frequent types of musculoskeletal pain in the survey. Most of these patients were middle aged or elderly people, and trauma-related musculoskeletal pain is the commonest source of their pain. The authors concluded that musculoskeletal pain is a major health problem among Kuwaitis and deserves intense government attention [45]. A recent study conducted among 2,443 Kuwaitis aged 50 years showed that overweight and obesity is prevalent among 81 and 46%, respectively, of the study sample [48]. The same study revealed that overweight and obesity were independent risk factors for developing diabetes and osteoarthritis, which were present in 50 and 38%, respectively, of the studied sample. Both of those chronic diseases are known to be associated with chronic pain [48].

Many conditions commonly associated with pain symptoms such as those resulting from motor vehicle accidents, work injuries, and osteoarthritis are recognized as major contributors to global disease burden as documented by the WHO [49, 50]. There is little information about the quality of care or levels of suffering associated with acute pain and chronic pain symptoms in Kuwait, especially in the labour market.

In the US workforce, a range of common pain conditions have been shown to impact worker productivity [51]. Pain has been shown in small-to-medium size settings to have an impact on physical and mental health, to limit work performance, and increase absenteeism [52]. Importantly, in a joint declaration in 2004, the WHO and the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) now consider chronic pain as a disease and not merely a symptom. Pain is no longer seen as related to an evolving injury, but as reflecting pathophysiological changes within the nociceptive system with psychosocial responses that perpetuate the problem [53]. Even with this evidence for the relationship between self-reported general health status, chronic health conditions, and pain and labor market outcomes, there are still some major gaps in understanding the independent impact of pain on disability and interference in worker productivity. Much of the suffering, discomfort, and disability caused by injuries are cumulative and chronic. Pain is almost always an acute consequence of injury that sometimes develops into a chronic disability; however, in both cases an important element of the societal burden associated with worker injury can be linked to disturbance of individual well-being and productivity. Those disabilities are exacerbated by pain and mitigated by pain relief [19].
Delivery of Chronic Pain Services

Comprehensive pain management services for patients with a CNCP condition did not exist as of 2006 [9]. However, access to pain management services began in Kuwait in 2008. In 2010, the Kuwaiti government launched a campaign called ‘365 Days, Kuwait without Pain’ with the aspiration of making Kuwait pain free. The aim of the campaign was to motivate Kuwaiti hospitals to provide access to pain relief treatment for any patient living in Kuwait. They reached out and spread awareness to the people of Kuwait about pain and pain relief medication options [12]. However, there are no reports available on the impact, progress, or follow-up of the campaign.

Currently there are only five doctors registered as pain specialists in Kuwait. They are in charge of four governmental clinics. Among the six health areas in Kuwait, two pain clinics are located in the Sabah area (two specialized government hospital), one in each governmental hospital in Farwaniya, the capital, and Ahmadi. Patients who access these clinics are most likely to be referrals from the hospitals where the clinics are located. Although some hospital departments do refer patients to pain clinics, direct referral from the PHC practitioners is uncommon [54, 55].

In Kuwait, there is a lack of information concerning how people who suffer from chronic pain can gain access to adequate pain treatment [9]. Moreover, the majority of care providers deal with chronic pain without referral to pain specialists for evaluation or specialized care [55]. A common theme of several publications globally is the failure of many governments and health systems in general to take appropriate steps to organize, coordinate, and support access to pain treatment services [9, 56, 57]. Therefore, there is a need to identify barriers to such care and to initiate strategic plans for making chronic pain management service available and accessible in Kuwait.

Expected Barriers in Delivery of Chronic Pain Management Services

An estimated 80% of people worldwide do not receive adequate treatment for pain, and severe undertreatment for pain is an acute problem in more than 150 countries [28]. Access to pain medication is distributed unevenly among rich and poor nations and between their rich and poor populations [58]. Globally, the burden of poorly managed pain is disproportionately borne by the most vulnerable: the poor, children, the elderly, individuals with a history of substance abuse, the mentally ill, women, minorities, and people of colour [58]. This global lack of pain management access by marginalized populations raises significant global health equity concerns. The global movement towards shifting public health investments from communicable diseases to non-communicable diseases is also evident in Kuwait [59]. This reflects evidence of a trend towards increased prevalence of coronary heart disease, cancer, and accidental injuries with long-term consequences (mainly due to road traffic accidents) [60]. Many of these conditions are accompanied by chronic pain, which increases the burden of those conditions if pain is inadequately addressed and treated.

Little information is available on pain management in Kuwait. The WHO considers that barriers to access and management of chronic pain in health care systems could be financial, geographic, cultural, organizational, and sociological; however, each society has a different reality. A summary of expected barriers to the management of chronic pain in Kuwait based on existing evidence from international health reports [4, 61, 62] is presented in table 1.

Despite the existence of a range of well-established pain management strategies, there are several obstacles to implementing effective management for chronic pain, resulting in a large proportion of patients not achieving optimal pain control [63]. These barriers to the clinical management of pain vary depending on whether they are viewed from the standpoint of the patient, the physician, or the institution. Patients are usually uncomfortable with using pain relief drugs or narcotics because of their known adverse effects, such as nausea, addiction, and respiratory arrest [64, 65]. However, when used under clinical supervision as part of a rigorous care plan, many of these complications can be avoided. Other barriers include legal and social barriers [66]. However, there is a negative social attitude towards self-administration of morphine because of the legal barriers to access it, thus leading to a general scarcity of opiate analgesics in pharmacies [67]. There are also some barriers concerning the medical team. These include failures of doctors and nurses in evaluating and controlling a patient’s pain due to fear of legal and or administrative repercussions associated with the prescriptions of even judicious uses of opiates [68, 69]. Identification and acknowledgment of these barriers are a first step to overcoming them. Successful initiatives to overcome patient, physician, and institutional barriers need to be multifaceted and integrative. Multidisciplinary initiatives to improve pain management include dissemination of community-based information, education, and awareness programs so as to attempt to change attitudes towards pain treatment [70].
Adequate pain relief is a reasonable and achievable goal for patients once barriers to reaching that goal are recognized, addressed, and overcome.

**Patient Personas Illustrating Contextual Issues Influencing on Care and Compliance**

Understanding pain patients and their needs is often limited and stereotyped. One way of overcoming the lack of understanding of barriers by users when designing new ways of meeting their needs is to construct personas [71]. With the goal of imagining how chronic pain patients would fare in Kuwait, three patient personas were considered, representing different populations: (1) a Kuwaiti national, (2) a Gulf Arab national, and (3) a South Asian national. All were imagined to suffer from a similar type of chronic pain problem. Their conditions were developed by analysing publicly available accounts of patient experiences [57].

Comparison and contrasts of what the care experience of the different personas might be like with respect to benefiting from access to chronic pain management services are summarized in table 2. One of the most important challenges faced by all three personas is availability and accessibility to comprehensive pain management services.

Several studies have reported that chronic pain is associated with an increased prevalence of anxiety or depressive disorders, especially amongst those who experience significant limitations in their daily activities due to pain (e.g. work, social activities, family life) [72–75]. Sleep disturbance, fatigue, and decreased overall functioning are also commonly experienced [76]. However, based on the existing literature, most services are often limited to monotherapy rather than offering a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach. This limited and often ineffective treatment of pain results in an escalating cascade of health care issues [77].

Certain basic interventions should be incorporated into all treatment plans, for all kind of populations. For example, significant reduction in health complications due to chronic pain usually can be achieved through therapeutic interventions such as multimodal analgesia and controlled prescription of analgesic drugs [64, 75]. In addition, individually assessed needs, risk factors, and ability to afford recommended care must be considered. There should be regular evaluation and audit of results, outcomes, complications, and side effects of treatment for these patients.

**Possible Roadmap for Improving Pain Care in Kuwait**

Continued efforts are required to overcome the known barriers to effective pain management globally. Kuwait has an opportunity to lead the world in that regard because of its centralized control over health system operations and its commitment to ongoing implementations of global best practices. A general multilevel trajectory for transforming practice informed by this review is described in figure 2. At the MOH level, this would involve developing government policy on pain management and promotion of education programs for health care profes-

---

**Table 1. Expected barriers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Care provider-associated problems</th>
<th>Patient-associated problems</th>
<th>Health system-associated problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge of the field of pain management</td>
<td>Reservations about reporting pain</td>
<td>Low priority for the treatment of non-cancer pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate time spent on pain assessment</td>
<td>Fear that pain indicates disease is getting worse</td>
<td>Lack of suitable remuneration policies governing pain services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservations related to regulatory restrictions</td>
<td>Reservations about reliance on medications</td>
<td>Complexity of distinguishing between abuse and therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of addiction</td>
<td>Fear of addiction</td>
<td>Reluctance to facilitate access to addictive drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of unmanageable side effects</td>
<td>Fear of treatment complications</td>
<td>Challenges of individuating pain management regimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear that tolerance will complicate management</td>
<td>Fear that tolerance will prevent relief when needed</td>
<td>Lack of capacity to monitor tolerance development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness of pain clinics and their services</td>
<td>Lack of awareness about pain clinics and their services</td>
<td>Lack of a program to reward awareness about pain clinics and their services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Case studies of patient personas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: Kuwaiti national</th>
<th>Case 2: Gulf Arab national</th>
<th>Case 3: South Asia labourer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait public sector law covers only Kuwaiti nationals</td>
<td>The oil sector labour law applies to both Kuwaiti and Gulf Arab nationals</td>
<td>Private sector labour laws applies to all migrant labour in the private sector regardless of whether or not they work in the oil industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr X, 29 years old, Kuwait citizen</td>
<td>Mr Y, 29 years old, Bahrain citizen</td>
<td>Mr Z, 29 years old, Indian citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present complaint: suffered lower back pain 6 years ago after slipping at work as a manager and has been unable to work since; gradually developed antalgic gait, spreading pain to his upper thigh, knees, wrists and ankles</td>
<td>Present complaint: suffered lower back pain 6 years ago after slipping at work as an employee and has been unable to work since; gradually developed spreading pain to his upper back, knees, and wrists</td>
<td>Present complaint: suffered lower back pain 6 years before after slipping at work as a painter, unable to work since; gradually developed spreading pain to his upper back and knees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated complaints: fragmented sleep, weight gain, depression, very high disability</td>
<td>Associated complaints: fragmented sleep, weight gain, very high disability</td>
<td>Associated complaints: fragmented sleep, irritable, and high degree of disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past medical and psychosocial history: investigations showed minimal findings, not explaining multisite pain and exuberant level of disability; failed conservative management; discontinued a re-training course due to worse lower back pain</td>
<td>Past medical and psychosocial history: three back surgeries, but the last two failed to provide any pain relief; on medication for at least 7.5 years with intermittent epidural injections for the last year; has stopped working full time, but continues irregular part-time work; is currently managing the pain with pain medication</td>
<td>Past medical and psychosocial history: disabling lower back pain with radicular symptoms in the right leg Initially stopped working for 6 weeks, attended and passed a functional capacity evaluation, and attempted to return to work; this failed citing increasing and intolerable pain after the 3rd day 1 year has passed since return to work; the patient wants to avoid surgery because of limited insurance, but has an extruded disc herniation at L5-S1 and is a suitable surgical candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment: O/E looks despondent, sweaty, dishevelled, sleepy, and asked to lie down, with multiple verbal and nonverbal pain behaviours, with hand shaking and very limited range of lumbosacral spine movements; rated pain 10/10</td>
<td>Assessment: O/E, he was an overweight de-conditioned man who dozed off constantly but sat comfortably during most of the interview despite 8/10 pain ratings</td>
<td>Assessment: O/E looks despondent, with verbal and non-verbal pain behaviours, rated pain 13/10; his gait was normal, although intermittently appeared antalgic favouring the right leg; he is able to stand on his heels and toes without difficulty; he has limited ability to do a 50% squat due to a weak left leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintended outcome: prescribed longterm pharmacotherapy without any benefit; despite being a Kuwaiti national with full access to health care, pain ratings remain high with extreme disability; morbidly enhanced with his depression not well addressed and treated</td>
<td>Unintended outcome: interventions and medications have provided partial pain relief, but continues to experience persistent pain and partial disability; as a national of the Gulf region, has all the convenience and health plans, but pain is still untreated</td>
<td>Unintended outcome: his interventions and medications have provided him with partial pain relief though he continues to experience persistent pain and disability; as a migrant from another region, he has limited access to health plans; therefore, pain remains untreated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sional in Kuwait on pain assessment and management. The ministry could also be involved in mobilizing and empowering the broader public and political leadership on the need and benefits of managing avoidable pain disability. Given the limited number of pain specialists in Kuwait, other health professionals have a crucial role to play in implementing innovative comprehensive care solutions supported by a rich evidence base. Support for greater continuity of care tracking and communication would ensure that quality of care increases with increasing pain management coverage [78]. The third level of the roadmap focuses on the broader networks of community groups and populations as stakeholders of the deployment of chronic pain services. This requires engagement of community representatives in building broad-based awareness of personal, social, and economic benefits of better and more comprehensive pain management. It would also involve community-level, bottom-up surveil-
lance of the diversity of patients’ experiences. Advocacy for reducing the disabling effects of pain through better pain management would become embedded in all parts of the health system delivering care.

In addition, the descriptions and recommendations set forth in this article can serve as a guide for clinicians, educators, administrators, and governmental or professional organizations involved in the establishment and maintenance of standards for pain treatment services in Kuwait. The proposed recommendations as set below reflect guidance documents as published by international associations and are supported by a synthesis and analysis of the current literature [79–84]. The goal of this review was to examine the case of Kuwait and how it relates to international efforts to reduce the global burden of avoidable disability due to pain. The way in which Kuwait rises to this global challenge locally will be globally significant.

Recommendations

While there is a consensus that more integrated and adaptable health system practices are key to achieving improved health outcomes, there is less agreement on how to build these dynamic characteristics into the system. What follows are recommendations based on this case study about what needs to be considered if effective and safe management of chronic pain is to be achieved in Kuwait.

Recognition and Awareness of the Magnitude of the Chronic Pain Problem

By raising awareness of the problem of a lack of organized chronic pain management services and general access to acute pain relief in Kuwait, we can begin to change practices and expectations would be changed. Thus, further desirable changes include enhancing the capacity of primary health care practitioners to provide direct care to chronic pain patients, putting in place appropriate strategies to avoid transition of acute to chronic pain, and providing adequate resources to support and expand existing specialized centres for chronic pain management as documented in the WHO study in primary care [85].

Chronic Pain Care Delivery

All personnel likely to be involved in chronic pain management should be adequately instructed in the complex nature of pain and the need for comprehensive care. Multidisciplinary team work is central to successful pain management [86]. Such training should include communication skills, the use of assessment techniques, the application of appropriate management strategies, and the use of relevant equipment appropriate for the level of resources found in the country [87, 88]. Of paramount importance is the introduction of pain management instruction in medical schools and other programs that train health professionals who could become involved in the comprehensive care [89]. Several organizations have produced comprehensive educational package protocols and guidelines for clinical practice, including IASP (www.
Financial and Research Resources

Adequate funding is required for equipment, facilities, clinical research on pain, consultants specializing in pain management, allied health care professionals, and secretarial and administrative staff. In addition, funding should be provided for all educational activities including funding for training in advanced degrees related to pain science [93, 94]. Whenever appropriate, the educational activities should be integrated into those of interrelated departments [95].

Policy, Governance, and Standardization

Provision of core services for chronic pain management is necessary in general and specialist hospitals. Specialized pain management services should be organized locally and regionally. Formal links should be established between hospitals on a regional basis so that all appropriate treatments could be offered to patients who need them [96]. Stakeholders should collaborate to develop, implement, and evaluate guidelines for best practices for the commonest chronic pain problems [92]. While recognizing the need to regulate opioid usage [97], authorities must strive to develop national policies and systems that enable patients to safely access opioid pain medicines when needed. That access will, of course, need to be coupled with well thought out and tightly managed systems for sourcing, storing, tracking, and overseeing use of the opioid medications while providing access to training regarding opioid use, misuse, and reactions [98, 99]. Encouraging links between countries could lead to the sharing of ideas and problems; exchange visits of personnel to developed countries would also help. Availability of vaccines with proven efficacy against pain-inducing conditions (i.e. against shingles and post-herpetic neuralgia) can substantially reduce the prevalence of these conditions in certain populations [100]. Successful implementation of opioid-based therapy for CNCP has been reported in many developed countries [97, 101].

Special Consideration for Vulnerable Populations

When assessing chronic pain in vulnerable populations that face social and cultural barriers to effectively communicate their experience of pain, the use of visual representation of levels of pain has been reported to be helpful [93]. When assessing and treating chronic pain, the clinician should consider non-medical features, including age, sex, and lifestyle in Kuwait. There is a need to understand the complex socioeconomic, cultural, psychological, and political factors in Kuwait in order to properly develop a standard approach to pain management. Practices need to be adapted to accommodate the complex ways that the experience of pain and responsiveness to pain management are influenced by the surrounding sociocultural context [64, 102].

Better Surveillance of Preventable Causes of Chronic Pain

Given the importance of guest workers in the Kuwait, there is a need for the National Labor Force and Patient Registry to track the incidence of occupational injuries on sites, health trends in the population, improve the ability to prevent, treat diseases, and contribute to health care development for expatriates. Such a registry could provide a clearinghouse for data needed to reduce occupational injuries, and in doing so reduce one important cause of chronic pain. The registry could include information on all the incidents, injuries, and finalized treatments in inpatient care, data on patients who were hospitalized in the emergency trauma and pain management care, and data on patients treated by physicians in non-primary care venues and measures for patients who received comprehensive care. The data could then support research and evaluation of practices that contribute to or reduce the burden of workplace injuries.

Conclusions

Kuwait has invested heavily in establishing one of the most modern health care infrastructure systems in the region. The health system consists of both public and private sectors. The bulk of health services are provided by the public sector through the MOH. Equitable access to chronic pain management services is needed for expatriates resident in the country to provide effective relief of pain resulting from occupational injuries. In contrast to countries such as the United States and Australia, there are no estimates in the Mediterranean Eastern Region of the national impact of the severity and frequency of pain symptoms on labour force participation, absenteeism, and presenteeism.

This review described ways in which pain management is being addressed across the health system in Kuwait among the different populations. While there is an international consensus that integrated health systems of treating the whole patient include pain and suffering as keys to achieve improved...
health outcomes, there is less agreement on how to achieve these goals. The problem of undertreatment of CNCP pain is extensive in Kuwait and provides a focus for achieving comprehensive care. Until undertreatment of chronic pain is considered a health issue, a significant percentage of people using the Kuwaiti health system will continue to suffer from chronic pain and the numbers will only increase. These patients may be undertreated or not treated at all. This deficit of care is reflected in a dearth of CNCP specialists and specialized pain clinics. This situation is likely the result of a lack of awareness of the ability to manage chronic pain and of the consequences of not adequately managing the condition. Equitable access to proper pain management in Kuwait could improve the quality of life for all patients as well as make it easier for health care providers to do their job.
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